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Fine Jewellery
That which glitters and catches the eye from across the room. Exquisitely
made, great attention to detail. These are pieces that will last for many years
and even gain in value. Heirlooms. Made from gold and platinum set with
precious natural or synthetic gems.
These are examples of pieces Jared makes for sale, available in stock or can
be made to order. You can request any type of stones
18crt Opal and diamonds 2.
The shank on this ring is from an older piece. Originally it held a platinum
prong setting for three diamonds. These were removed and used on another
piece, the prong settings were cut off and I fabricated the oval bezel setting
for the deep blue opal and retained the original small diamonds in their
original settings
Bezel set Emerald trillion.
This is a laboratory created emerald, set in a 9crt ring
18crt Opal and diamonds.
A stunning vivid blue Opal, set with two diamonds on an 18crt gold ring
Black diamond ring.
A heavy silver ring set with Carbonado, commonly known as Black Diamond. It
is a natural polycrystalline diamond found in alluvial deposits in the Central
African Republic and Brazil. Its natural colour is black or dark grey, and it is
more porous than other diamonds.
Emerald trillion gold ring.
This is a laboratory created emerald, set in a 9crt ring
Gold Emerald claw set
This is a laboratory created emerald, set in ten claw setting in a 9crt ring
Gold teardrop sapphire ring
This is a laboratory created Sapphire, bezel set in a 9crt ring
Large Sapphire gold ring
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This is a very large laboratory created Sapphire, claw set in a 9crt ring. I like
using synthetic gems like this as it enables me to create larger pieces with
greater impact for an affordable price
Black diamond gold ring
A heavy 9crt gold ring set with Carbonado, commonly known as Black
Diamond
Silver and cubic zirconia ring
A heavy silver ring, flush set with a cubic zirconia. The inside of the ring is
polished for comfort, the outside has a matt finish. This design is can be made
in gold with any faceted gemstone
Silver and cubic zirconia rings
Heavy silver rings, one flush set with a cubic zirconia, the other has a
recessed bezel setting. The inside of the rings is polished for comfort, the
outside has a matt finish. These designs can be made in gold with any faceted
gemstone
Silver ring with cubic zirconias and Amethyst
A heavy silver ring, flush set with cubic zirconias and a Marquise cut
Amethyst. The inside of the ring is polished for comfort, the outside has a
matt finish. This design is can be made in gold with any faceted gemstone
Gold teardrop Emerald ring
This is a laboratory created Emerald, bezel set in a 9crt ring

